Reclaimed Wood
Sourcing/ Procurement

We search online and other sources for aged barns in need of removal for safety/ insurance or
other reasons. For big projects we can supply you with photos before we commit to a specific
source. We then go to the location with necessary equipment and perform the take-down. If you
need a large supply please inquire as early as possible.
Availability

We have recently acquired a new supply of naturally aged wood from a 128 year old barn takedown in Indiana. We have mostly up 12” wide planks We also have some square beams 18”
wide up to 25’ long. We have made contacts and can source more wood in different sizes to fit
your needs. From the pictures you can see that we have wood of different aged qualities and
colors. The wood from the outside of the barn has lightened to a sort of bleached grey from the
white paint and sun-shine. The colors vary some depending on direction the walls were facing
due to the different intensity of the sunlight and natural weathering on each side. Then of course
you can see the shots from the inside show the wood is much warmer and redder and you can
see patterns from the sap and running water. There is also wood from the doors, inside walls and
roof all with individual qualities.
Treatment/ Use
We choose solid pieces and treat the wood for insects and moisture and can cut it or build it into
any form you need or provide it too you in raw form. We can make frames sign backgrounds,
dimensional letters or anything else you can think of out of this wood.
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